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A nightmare of  childhood 

the one-eyed doll opens her dark red lips for a scary smile — 
nearer and nearer — I can feel her breath at my cheeks and the 
only eye makes me wait like a rabbit for the badger 

Zoomzeman's fiddle tones 
while our rocket 
flies past the moon 

*** 
Zoomzeman is the main figure in a very old German fairytale Little Peter's 
Journey 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Peter%27s_Journey_to_the_Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Peter%27s_Journey_to_the_Moon


Across the Styx 

I can't stay at home. I'm a healthcare worker and it is a very tiring 
and busy time in our practice. All people are very unsettled and 
fearful. 

thrilled 
by the sun 
our old cat 

social distancing— 
again snow falls  

on peonies 

back of  our woods who's afraid big bad wolf  



The sky beneath our feet 

mid-covid war. an exhausted nurse sleeps on the hospital floor 

tears in the darkness 
from somewhere behind it 
the scent of  vanilla 



while counting the dead 
with their little grey 

they bludgeon us 

between your and my February catkins 

the doll's hand how fragile a teacup 



Jiko kaihō 

(our) first outdoor walk after self-isolation 

synchronicity— 
two young falcons draw 
love lines at the clouds  



brilliant rare - the eyes of  a flower moon 

the blue cat in the mirror. a moon’s shadow 



spring skin the one petal makes the difference 

my zodiac an otter diving under frozen stars 

#stayathome Buddha's smile will reach you there too 



The Goddess & The Green Man 

lilac scent your soft lips open 

spring green I discover your bare breast 

sage buds without any question I say yes 

spirited away. better use a fairy catcher this month 

woodruff  carpet the moment I know I'm yours 

behind the glass door finding the stolen milk 
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